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Abstract: Congenital muscular torticollis (CMT) results from unilateral shortening of the
sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle, usually associated with a fibrotic mass. Although CMT may
resolve with physical therapy, some cases persist, resulting in long-term musculoskeletal problems.
It is therefore helpful to be able to monitor and predict the outcomes of physical therapy. Shear-wave
velocity (SWV) determined by acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) elastography can provide
a quantitative measure of muscle stiffness. We therefore measured SCM SWV in 22 infants with
unilateral CMT before and after 3 months of physical therapy and evaluated the relationships between
SWV and SCM thickness and various clinical features, including cervical range of motion (ROM).
SWV was initially higher and the ROM was smaller in affected muscles before physical therapy. SWV
decreased significantly (2.33 ± 0.47 to 1.56 ± 0.63 m/s, p < 0.001), indicating reduced stiffness, and
muscle thickness also decreased after physical therapy (15.64 ± 5.24 to 11.36 ± 5.71 mm, p < 0.001),
both in line with increased neck ROM of rotation (64.77 ± 18.87 to 87.27 ± 6.31◦ , p < 0.001) and lateral
flexion (37.50 ± 11.31 to 53.64 ± 9.41◦ , p < 0.001). However, the improved ROM more closely reflected
the changes in SWV than in muscle thickness. These results suggest that a change in SWV detected by
ARFI elastography could help to predict improvements in clinical outcomes, such as stiffness-related
loss of motion, in patients with CMT undergoing physical therapy.
Keywords: congenital muscular torticollis; ultrasonography; acoustic radiation force impulse; shear
wave velocity; cervical range of motion

1. Introduction
Congenital muscular torticollis (CMT) is a common muscular disorder occurring at or shortly after
birth as a result of unilateral shortening of the sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle [1]. Shortening of the
SCM causes clinical symptoms including head tilt toward the ipsilateral side and chin rotation to the
opposite side [2]. Long-lasting severe CMT can result in asymmetric facial structures and cranial bone
and cervical spine dysmorphism [3]. The prevalence of CMT in newborn infants or young children
is reported to be about 0.3–2% [4]. Various causes of CMT have been reported, including traumatic
delivery, primary myopathy, fibrosis due to peripartum bleeding, intrauterine postural abnormality,
and intrauterine or perinatal compartment syndrome theory and the hereditary hypothesis; however,
the exact etiology of CMT remains unclear [1,4,5].
Macdonald et al. classified SCM patients as having either fibromatosis colli with palpable mass or
idiopathic muscular torticollis with shortening of the SCM without a mass [6,7]. Fibromatosis colli
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occurs in about 0.3–2% of live births [2]. The palpable mass usually grows for up to 1–2 months after
birth and then gradually decreases in size and disappears by the second year [8]. However, about
20% of patients have a persistent mass and may require surgical treatment [9]. This abnormality is
caused by endomysial fibrosis with collagen deposition, and migration of fibroblasts to the individual
muscle fibers undergoing atrophy [10]. Muscle fibrosis can reduce the elasticity of the muscles, thereby
limiting the range of neck motion and ultimately reducing muscle function and inducing contracture.
Ultrasonography is an effective tool for evaluating fibrotic lesions within the SCM and for
measuring muscle or mass thickness and is therefore widely used in musculoskeletal medicine [11,12].
Ultrasound elastography has been used as a noninvasive method for evaluating and detecting tumors
in various tissues, including the liver, breast, kidney, thyroid, and spleen, and has also been developed
to allow the objective assessment of muscle stiffness [13–16]. Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)
elastography is an ultrasound elastography technique in which stress or force is applied to deform
the target tissue, and the tissue’s mechanical properties are then evaluated by detecting this internal
physiological motion. In ARFI, stress is applied by a localized impulsive radiation force generated
by a single ultrasound transducer, avoiding the need for the sonographer to compress the tissue
mechanically, using a probe for tissue displacement [17]. Tissue stiffness is measured by the speed of
shear-wave propagation away from the radiation force region of excitation, with a higher shear-wave
velocity (SWV) indicating greater tissue stiffness [15].
We hypothesized that quantitative measurement of the stiffness of the SCM could improve our
understanding of the status of CMT patients and help to predict their prognosis. We therefore aimed to
investigate the stiffness of the SCM using elastography with ARFI imaging to determine the relationship
between the severity of muscle stiffness and clinical features such as range of motion (ROM) in infants
with CMT. We hypothesized that the SWV value measured by ARFI may be strongly associated with
the cervical ROM.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
Twenty-two infants (14 boys, 8 girls) with unilateral neck masses of the SCM who were diagnosed
with CMT from August 2016 to August 2017 were enrolled in this study (Table 1). The inclusion criteria
were age ≤ 3 months with a unilateral SCM mass confirmed by ultrasound examination and diagnosed
clinically as CMT by a pediatric rehabilitation specialist. Infants with bilateral SCM masses, congenital
anomalies of the cervical spine, spasmodic torticollis, ocular torticollis, or any specific anomaly that
could affect the ROM were excluded from this study. Fourteen infants had a mass on the right SCM
and eight had a mass on the left SCM. Infants with CMT received physical therapy for 3 months
after the first ultrasonographic evaluation including ARFI elastography. This study was conducted
according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee
the Institutional Review Board of Chungnam University Hospital (No. 2016-08-025-002). The parents
of infants gave their informed consent for this study.
Table 1. Patient demographics.
Infants with Congenital Muscular Torticollis (n = 22)
Sex (male/female)

14/8

Postpartum age (days)

34.68 ± 19.86

IUP (days)

273 ± 6

Birth weight (g)

3190 ± 262.8

Delivery type (NSVD/C-sec)

15/7

Affected side (right/left)

14/8

Values presented as mean ± standard deviation. Postpartum age = age at time of first evaluation from birth date.
IUP = intrauterine pregnancy, NSVD = normal spontaneous vaginal delivery, C-sec = cesarean section.
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2.2. Outcome Measurement
Neck ultrasonography was performed while the infants were asleep in a supine position, with
slight rotation of the head to the opposite side. A small pillow was used to support the neck, and
the infant’s position was also supported by the parents (Figure 1). Scanning was paused temporarily
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3. Results

Affected Side (n = 22)

Unaffected Side (n = 22)

p-Value

The initial ARFI SWV Initial
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cervical
cervical
15.64 ± 5.24and degrees of5.76
± 1.62rotation and
<0.001
*
SCM thickness
lateral flexion
all
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90
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Cervical lateral
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SWV of SCM (m/s)

Initial

37.50 ± 11.31

57.27 ± 7.67

<0.001 *

After 3 months

53.64 ± 9.41

57.73 ± 7.52

0.119

Initial

2.33 ± 0.47

1.25 ± 0.27

<0.001 *

After 3 months

1.56 ± 0.63

1.22 ± 0.39

0.039 *

Values presented as mean ± standard deviation. SWV = shear-wave velocity, SCM = sternocleidomastoid, ROM =
range of motion. * p < 0.05 between affected and unaffected sides by independent t-test.
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The initial SWV value of the SCM showed a strong positive correlation with SCM thickness
(r = 0.747, p < 0.001) and negative correlations with the degree of cervical rotation and lateral flexion,
respectively (r = −0.642 and r = −0.643, both p < 0.001) (Table 3).
Table 3. Correlations among initial shear-wave velocity, thickness of sternocleidomastoid muscle, and
cervical range of motion.

SCM muscle

Initial SWV

Muscle Thickness

Initial SWV

Correlation
p-value

-

-

Muscle thickness

Correlation
p-value

0.747 *
<0.001

-

Rotation

Correlation
p-value

−0.642 *
<0.001

−0.752 *
<0.001

Lateral flexion

Correlation
p-value

−0.643 *
<0.001

−0.748 *
<0.001

Cervical ROM

SWV = shear-wave velocity, SCM = sternocleidomastoid, ROM = range of motion. * p < 0.05 in Spearman’s
correlation analysis.

The ARFI SWV and SCM thickness of the affected side decreased significantly from the initial
evaluation to 3 months after the start of the study, while the degree of cervical rotation and lateral
flexion increased significantly after 3 months of physical therapy (Table 4).
Table 4.
Changes in acoustic-radiation-force-impulse-measured shear-wave velocity of the
sternocleidomastoid muscle, sternocleidomastoid muscle thickness, and degrees of cervical rotation
and lateral flexion on the affected side before and after physical therapy.
Initial Evaluation (n = 22)

After 3 Months (n = 22)

p-Value

SCM thickness (mm)

15.64 ± 5.24

11.36 ± 5.71

<0.001 *

Cervical rotation ROM (◦ )

64.77 ± 18.87

87.27 ± 6.31

<0.001 *

Cervical lateral flexion ROM (◦ )

37.50 ± 11.31

53.64 ± 9.41

<0.001 *

SWV of SCM (m/s)

2.33 ± 0.47

1.56 ± 0.63

<0.001 *

Values presented as mean ± standard deviation. SWV = shear-wave velocity, SCM = sternocleidomastoid, ROM =
range of motion. * p < 0.05, paired t-test (SWV of SCM) or Wilcoxon’s signed rank test (SCM thickness, cervical
ROM) between initial evaluation and after about 3 months of physical therapy.

In addition, the initial SWV value showed a moderate positive correlation with SWV changes
(r = 0.518, p = 0.014). The change in thickness was also moderately positively correlated with a change in
the degree of cervical lateral flexion (r = 0.495, p = 0.019). However, there was no significant correlation
between the degree of cervical rotation and changes in SWV or thickness of the SCM (Table 5).
Table 5. Correlations among initial shear-wave velocity of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and changes
in shear-wave velocity, sternocleidomastoid muscle thickness, and cervical range of motion.

SCM muscle

Initial SWV

SWV Change

Thickness Change

Initial SWV

Correlation
p-value

-

-

-

SWV changes

Correlation
p-value

0.518 *
0.014

-

-

Thickness changes

Correlation
p-value

0.181
0.420

0.151
0.502

-
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Table 5. Cont.

Cervical ROM

Initial SWV

SWV Change

Thickness Change

Rotation changes

Correlation
p-value

−0.253
0.255

−0.073
0.746

0.141
0.531

Lateral flexion changes

Correlation
p-value

−0.007
0.974

−0.026
0.910

0.495 *
0.019

SWV = shear-wave velocity, SCM = sternocleidomastoid, ROM = range of motion. SWV change = initial SWV
value—later SWV value. SCM muscle thickness change = initial SCM muscle thickness—later SCM muscle thickness.
Cervical ROM change = later ROM—initial ROM. * p < 0.05 in Pearson’s correlation analysis.

4. Discussion
The results of the current study showed that the initial ARFI SWV of the affected SCM was
faster than that of the unaffected SCM in infants with CMT, and the degrees of neck rotation and
lateral flexion were smaller on the affected compared with the unaffected side. Correlation analysis
identified a significant positive correlation between the initial SWV and the SCM thickness of both
sides, while a faster SWV of the SCM was associated with smaller degrees of cervical rotation and
lateral flexion. These findings indicated that the affected SCM was quantitatively less elastic than
the unaffected SCM in infants with CMT, and thus hindered free neck motion. Previous studies also
demonstrated that SWV could reflect muscle stiffness in patients with spastic cerebral palsy [15,18]. Two
studies evaluated the usefulness of sonoelastography in infants with CMT using color-coded real-time
sonoelastography [19,20]; however, this technique had limited ability to measure stiffness quantitatively.
ARFI SWV, SCM thickness, and the degrees of cervical rotation and lateral flexion of the affected
side all changed significantly between the initial evaluation and after 3 months in patients with
CMT. The SWV of the affected SCM was reduced and similar to the unaffected side after 3 months,
in accordance with the increasing cervical ROM of the affected SCM, although the SCM remained
almost twice as thick on the affected compared with the unaffected side. A previous study also reported
that the SWV was significantly higher in patients with severe limitation of motion (LOM) of the
neck compared with those with moderate LOM, even though the SCM thicknesses were similar [21].
The mass may increase in size for several weeks and then usually resolves spontaneously by 4–8 months
of age, except in about 20% of cases [22]. In this study, the masses were not completely resolved at the
3-month follow-up evaluation, but the SWV was lowered to a value similar to that of the unaffected
side. This suggests that a change in the SWV could be an early marker predicting clinical outcome,
such as the severity of stiffness of the fibrotic mass, in patients with CMT.
The role of early physical therapy in restoring the cervical ROM has been investigated
previously [10,23–25], and physical therapy, including stretching, effectively elongated and increased
the elasticity of the SCM in CMT infants [23]. However, the effect of physical therapy has not been
demonstrated by measuring the correlation between the SWV value and the reduction in stiffness of
the SCM. The current results thus provide the first quantitative evidence for a reduction in muscle
stiffness after physical therapy in infants with CMT.
The present study found no significant association between the initial ARFI SWV value of the
affected SCM and the extent of reduction in SCM thickness or restoration of cervical ROM. This suggests
that the initial SWV had a clinically significant association with the initial limitation of neck ROM
but did not predict changes in the physical properties of the fibrotic mass after 3 months. We assume
that complete restoration of cervical ROM would take longer if the initial SWV of the SCM was fast.
However, further studies are needed to investigate the long-term changes in SWV and the fibrotic
mass, and their relationship.
Some studies found that the reproducibility of the SWV was greater for scanning in the longitudinal
compared with the transverse plane of the muscle axis; however there was no significant difference in
SWV value between the two planes [21,26]. Because of the small size of the neck in infants, we therefore
measured the SWV of the SCM by scanning in the transverse plane in this study.
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This study had several limitations. First, the number of patients was small. Second, there was
no control group of infants with CMT who did not receive physical therapy, because of ethical issues
involved in not providing physical therapy to patients with LOM of the neck. Third, long-term
follow-up was not conducted in this study. Fourth, ultrasonography ARFI was conducted by one
physiatrist throughout the study, and it was therefore not possible to assess the inter-rater reliability
of the SWV value. But there was intra-operator reliability since the median value was used after
measuring 3 times in the SWV.
5. Conclusions
The results of the current study indicated that the physical stiffness of the fibrotic mass was
reduced and the cervical ROM was restored in infants with CMT after 3 months of physical therapy,
despite a still-thickened SCM mass. Assessment of SWV by ARFI may thus provide an alternative
method for evaluating SCM stiffness and predicting clinical outcomes in terms of restoring the cervical
ROM ahead of changes in muscle thickness in infants with CMT.
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